Game slope

more than just skiing

The basic idea is that the mountain is made intelligent by using sensors in the Smart Phone (GPS and accelerometer). This makes it possible to make a game out of the run down the slope, which is captured on video by a “sky
camera”. Use the Smart Phone application to check scores and statistics after a run down the slope, and share it
with friends.
Choose whether to be in the game or not if you want to take a relaxing ride down.
If you choose to be in the game you can either compete with yourself or others, depending on individual preference, by earning points on the way down the slope.
Create your own game by setting specific goals (challenge yourself or friends)
Play a pre-made game (compete with everyone)
Improve and find new ways of going down the slope.

During the trip
Planning the trip

You can see videos that have
been shared and recommended from other people,
and get inspiration to plan
their own trip.
Use the videos to improve
how you play the game.

Compete with others or
challenge yourself.
Use of statistics to improve
amount of points the next
run.

Camera:
See your ride from a new perspective.
Like pro’s on TV
Experience sharing (SNS)
Learn from other peoples ride
Plan interesting routes before you go the mountain
Points:
Motivation for improvement of skills
Recommended place of traveling (GPS)
Compete with yourself or others

After the trip
See your trip from another
perspective.
Sharing of videos between
friends and acquaintances
(SNS)

GPS:

Earn points for going a certain place on the
slope
Let the camera capture your entire ride
Accelerometer:
Falling
Tricks
Statistics:
See how fast you go (time, speed)
How many times you fell
Scoreboard (Top 50, your place etc)
Track your improvement

Concept video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=215gwYKGWds&feature=youtu.be
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